BIBLES FOR CHANG TANG LEADERS!
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Lobsang is bringing copies of the new T.
Bible to the leaders of Tibetan nomads in
the Chang Tang September 5, the same
day we are leaving for the Zuni Pueblo.
Please pray for great success in both
trips!!

CLEAN WATER FOR TIBETAN VILLAGES

DHARAMSALA, INDIA, FEBRUARY 2023

Our water is very dangerous with parasites and heavy metals. We
drink from this filter every day! Thank you for your love for us. (From
Wuzhi , a leader in this organization)

We will be returning to Dharamsala the middle of February. Pastor
Jack will be leading an awesome team: Joe Uribe, Adrianna
Delgadillo, John Brown, Jody Alway and Travis Anderson. The next
five months will require prayer and preparation from the team as
well as you, the church. (One team: Praying, Giving, Going)

The filters have arrived in
Qinghai Province! This is the
group working with Tibetan
villages that have been
relocated within the Qinghai
Province. We recently shipped
three of the filters but one of
the filters was "pirated" along
the way. The two pictured
made it safely!
We’ve placed LifeStraw Community water filters in
three villages which supply clean water for 200 people
a day for 5 years. We’re planning to ship filters to
several other villages but are looking into a much
better LifeStraw unit. Use the QR code to read more
about this exciting project.

We will be with Lobsang and Dolma, as well as Yeshi of Tibet
World. We will also present the DL with the special T. Bible!
Below: Photo of Dharamsala and the spiritual snapshot of India.
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ZUNI PUEBLO
Pastors Jack and Jane, along with Jon and Wendy Caprio, will be
visiting the Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico on September 5-9. Our long
time friend, Arden Kucate, is running for the office of Zuni Governor
and we will be with him on Tuesday.
We will also reconnect with others in the village, such as Loyd,
whose family is doing the house in Jemez. We’re bringing a
Community LifeStraw and personal solar lights for the village.
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